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The Editors Speak...
Dear Readers,
You hold in your hands a piece of art, a journey. You also hold in your
hands a publication that captures a milestone, a precious moment –
the formation of a student council comprising two school captains,
the head of the literary society, the head of the entrepreneur
association and the cultural and co-curricular activities head.
Because no school publication is complete without the creative works
of the students, we have a vibrant students’ corner filled with
beautiful poems and artistic drawings contributed by our fellow
students. You too can have your amazing work published in the
newsletter. All you have to do is send it to us at
‘dpsisnewsletter@gmail.com’.
This edition of the school newsletter also welcomes Arsha Aggarwal into
the editorial team.
Welcome aboard the second edition of The Third Wave. We hope you
have a memorable journey ahead.
Yours Sincerely,
The Third Wave Editorial team

(From left to right):

ANAMIKA RAJIV - CHIEF EDITOR
ARSHA AGGARWAL - EDITOR
SHRISHTI MISHRA - EDITOR
SARTHAK BHATNAGAR - EDITOR

Don’t Forget To Meet Our Journalists!
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ANAMIKA RAJIV: SCHOOL CAPTAIN
It has been ten long years since I have been a member of this DPS
Family. My journey has been such a wonderful one that I do not
have any words to describe it. The memories that I have
accumulated are unforgettable and close to my heart. And now, it
is a proud moment for me and I feel very privileged to be elected
as the new School Captain. Now, it is my turn to reciprocate my
love and respect for the school which has always held my hand in
every step I've taken towards success.
I am also very thankful to the Pro-Vice Chairman, Principal Sir and all the teachers who have
chosen me for this post. I am really thankful to Elizabeth Ma'am and Rekha Ma'am for agreeing
to guide and mentor me. To me, this post is not merely a badge to be flaunted. I will use this
opportunity to make a difference in our school. My motive is to attempt to bring out the best in
each and every one of us. There are many of us, who are truly talented but are too reticent for
various reasons. This needs to be changed! I look forward to working with the various teams
formed by the school to improve the in-house school activities. I would also like our school to
participate in several inter-school competitions, activities and national events so that everyone
gets an opportunity to showcase their talents and gain exposure on a national level. Moreover, I
also believe that it is important for us to give back to the society that supports us. So, I wish to be
a part of more charity drives for the community. This will allow all of us to serve our society and
excel not only in academics but also to grow into responsible citizens of the future.
I promise that I will work with you and for you in the coming years. I am looking forward to your
tremendous support throughout my journey.

ARSHA AGGARWAL: SCHOOL CO-CAPTAIN
I have been attending DPS Singapore for 10 wonderful years and I feel
honoured and privileged to represent my school as Co-Captain. I thank
the school management and all my teachers for having faith in me and
giving me this wonderful opportunity. To guide me as I undertake the
herculean task ahead of me, Elizabeth Ma’am and Rekha Ma’am have
graciously agreed to be my mentor. As a school captain, I will work
along with the rest of the student committee to enable all of us to
continue achieving high standards through development in every sphere
of life. My main focus would be on improvement in discipline and ECAs –
both of which are an integral part of education.
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I believe that the role of a school captain is more than just a title. It means having pride in our school
community, being a good leader and a respectable representative of the school. This role demands
passion, confidence, dedication, determination, time and effort. I would also need all your support
and would be grateful if you could share your ideas and work together with me to make our school a
better place.
As a school captain, I will always be there for you. Please feel free to approach me if you face any
difficulties.
I strive to be a positive role model for young Dipsites and motivate them to achieve their goals. I
strive to make a difference.

RAJALAKSHMI NAGESWARAN:
CULTURAL AND CO-CURRICULARS
CAPTAIN
I am privileged to be the Cultural and Co-Curricular activities
captain of the school. I take this opportunity to express my
gratitude to the teachers, Principal sir and Kabra sir for
selecting me. I specially thank Megha ma'am for accepting to
be my mentor. She will be guiding me in conducting the
various activities that are being planned for the school. We
are exploring the possibility of having a music competition our
school. Many more activities are being planned for the year. It is not just academics that is
important. One should develop their talents and that plays a key role in shaping one's
personality.

It is a huge responsibility that the school has given me and I hope I will be able to fulfill my
duty towards my school.

VIBHAVI KACHROO: ENTREPRENEUR
ASSOCIATION CAPTAIN
In a successful attempt to usher in a new era of student-led efforts,
the school has embarked upon a new, refreshing idea of an
entrepreneur’s association. I sincerely thank the school faculty for
giving me this fantastic opportunity to mould my leadership skills.
The club will consist of a minimum of 10-12 members, supported
and guided by our dear Pallavi Ma’am (Dept. of Commerce).
So what really is entrepreneurship? An entrepreneur is a person
with a new, unique idea who can effectively combine knowledge, skill and creativity to make this
idea a success. Successful entrepreneurs replace ‘I WISH’ with ‘I WILL’. By exposing students to
the concept of entrepreneurship, we aim to instil self-reliance, freedom, independence and most
importantly CONFIDENCE in our budding entrepreneurs. The club will be organizing various
activities including business fairs and charity drives, throughout the academic year.
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In addition to this, council members have been granted a corpus fund of SGD 10000, to
co-ordinate activities. The fund will be handled by the student’s themselves. We hope that this
will be a successful endeavour- promoting the entrepreneurship culture amongst the students.
Once again, thank you for allowing me to be part of the newly formed student council. I promise,
it will be a fun-filled learning experience ahead!

VITHIYA RAGU: LITERARY SOCIETY
CAPTAIN
I am extremely delighted and honoured to be appointed as the
Captain of the Literary Society. Firstly, I’d like to thank the school
management for entrusting me with this role and Ms. Sonali,
HOD of English for agreeing to be my mentor.
The aim of the Literary Society is to provide a platform
for you to sharpen and showcase your writing, acting, public
speaking and debating skills in a fun and enjoyable manner. It’s
about expressing your hidden talents and finding your original
voice. You could be the next Shakespeare!
We have just started and already have many events in mind for all of you. These include
debates, storytelling sessions, plays and recitals, writing competitions, spell bees…the list
goes on and on.
We have selected a team to join me, and I must thank Ms. Tanuja, Ms. Amrita, Ms. Rita and Ms.
Sonali for helping me to handpick members from the long list of students who applied for
membership. The response is positively overwhelming and we are off to a great start! Our new
team members are from Class 8 upwards and include both IGCSE and ICSE streams.
I’d like to sincerely thank the school management once again for making the Literary Society a
possibility. I seek your support and participation in making the society a grand success.

THE COUNCIL MEMBERS
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Front Row (L to R): Meenakshi Chandra (ViceCaptain), Ms.Anubha Chaturvedi (House
Warden), Rahul Datta (Co-Captain)
Back Row (L to R): Rishabh Kumar (Co-Captain),
Krithika Lakshmi (Captain)

GLACIER HOUSE
(L to R) : Shrishti Mishra (Captain),
Ms. Amrita Singh (House Warden), Alita Siby
(Co-Captain)
Absent: Gokul Kaushik (Vice-Captain)

LAKE HOUSE
(L to R) : Aishwarya (Vice-Captain),
Ms. Megha Singh (House Warden), Sarthak
Bhatnagar (Captain), Shyam Sundar (Co-Captain)

OASIS HOUSE
OASIS HOUSE
(L to R) : Abraar Shaikh (Vice-Captain), Aditya
Umakanth (Captain), Ms. Jyoti Dhanda (House
Warden), Sthuthi Vijay Kumar (Co-Captain)

SPRING HOUSE
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Week 3 of April’14 marked the completion of a decade of DPS International School, an elite institution
of learning and a wonderful place for children like me to play, learn and grow.
We the students of DPS have been enthusiastically celebrating the 10th Founders Day throughout the
week with different fun filled activities and events spread over four days from Fancy Dress to culinary
delights, Painting shows to fun fiesta.
On the first day we little ones filled the corridors and classes with our fancy costumes in all colors
depicting our dreams, goals and favorite characters. Some of the personas in which my friends were
dressed included a commando, joker, doctor, fairy, elephant, politician and many more. It was a super
success!
On the second day we all cooked up a culinary storm by preparing nutritious and toothsome dishes with
ingredients specially brought by us, under the guidance of our teachers. The idea was to instill in us the
importance of healthy food for healthy living.
On the third day we wished our very own school a very happy 10 th birthday by splashing beautiful colors
and crafting memorable canvases. We created small masterpieces which showcased the love for our
school.
The fourth day saw various performances by the elder students and prize distribution in the first half
and a fun fiesta in the second half organized by our senior students. It was very difficult for me to decide
whether to buy a sweet and a toy for myself or to buy a comb and a pin for my mother. Finally I ended
up buying a comb for my mother. I must say it was great fun to see such a well-organized and executed
fiesta, which is not a very simple task.
Thus I shall always remember these days as filled with laughter and learning as we all joined our hearts,
mind and hands to wish our school on its 10th birthday. I am filled with joy and pride as being part of
such a momentous celebration.

Husain Shopurwala (Class 1B)
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FOUNDER’S DAY ASSEMBLY!
It was a proud, exciting moment for me as I held the mike at the assembly. On that morning, the
17th of April, we had gathered to celebrate our beloved school’s 10th birthday—which is actually on
19th of April; it had successfully completed 10 glorious years of nurturing young minds. A special
assembly was held and I was to host it. Arsha Aggarwal of class 11 A
Level had just finished her introductory speech, describing her memories and experiences, reminiscing her first day in DPS, and I was to
continue. It was as though someone was playing a flashback in my
mind, and I too began to remember my first walk along the corridors
of the Junior Block of DPS. Zapping back into the present and thanking
Arsha, I grabbed the mike firmly and welcomed the huge audience –
the entire school – to the Founder’s Day Assembly.
My classmate, Sandhya, was the first performer, and was going to
perform Anantha Ganapathim, a portrayal of Lord Ganesha. I
introduced her and watched her gracefully dance. It was a scintillating performance and the
audience were clearly eager for the next one, which was an
inspirational song by the school choir group and the
drummers. After their cheerful song (Waving Flag) we got to
watch a beautiful Garba dance performed by a few of my
classmates on the much enjoyed song “Nagada Sang Dhol”.
The audience were certainly in for a visual treat; the rhythm
and the colours of the dancers’ skirts made me feel like
dancing along! Arsha gave another speech about the various
changes DPS had gone through since the year of its commencement – 2004 – and about the aims
and goals of our school.
The last performance was a hip-hop fusion dance by the girls of class 11 A-Level who had won the
hearts of the audience. Everyone was waiting for me to call upon the next performers but it was time
for the performances of our talented schoolmates to come to an end. Principal Sir and our ProVice Chairman spoke a few motivational words, and made announcements, after which the prizedistribution ceremony began. Trophies were given to various classes for being the most
disciplined, the best attired, or for having the most amiable ambience. Young children were awarded for
the Spell-Bee competition and Art competition. But, someone has wisely said, “All Good Things
Come to an End,” and our Special Assembly too got over.
I joined my friends as we headed towards our classes with beaming smiles on our faces, to get ready
for the next event of the day, the Business fair.

Nafisa Ahmed (Class 10 ICSE)
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A week before the 17th of April, the students of class 10, 11 and 12 where given the golden opportunity
to set up the stalls for the Fun Fiesta Business Fair. All the students were excited to hear this news and
started the preparations at once as the business fair held in the prior year was a remarkable success
and they hoped to set the bar higher this year. The other students were exhilarated on hearing that
another business fete was going to be conducted this year and they couldn’t wait to see what they had
in store for them. As we were nearing the 17th of April, the elation among our fellow students began
arising day by day, and finally the big day came. Numerous stalls were set up along the corridors of
block B, which included henna, nail art, hair sprays, an array of stationary and materialistic items and
also a few food items.
The senior block students were given the first chance to visit the stalls of their interest. They satisfied
their taste buds by gobbling down the toothsome bhels prepared and sold by the 12 ISC students,
assisted by 10 ICSE. Girls flocked to the nail art stall, headed by the 11 AL AND 10 ICSE students, to
decorate their nails. Both girls and boys decided to enhance their looks by putting glitter on their hair in
various colours; the stall was managed by students of class 10 ICSE. The juniors, who came soon after
us, found their interests in the games set up by 10th and 11th students. They also purchased a number
of stationary items. The younger ones purchased things using coupons given to them by their
respective teachers, while the seniors were the given the freedom to spend their money. The
stationary items proved to be the best-selling items and were sold off so fast, that the teachers in
charge of the fair had to replenish the stock by purchasing more items from the market.
This fair gave us the opportunity to showcase our entrepreneur skills and the fair turned out to be a
successful venture, enabling us to raise higher amount than the previous fair.

Sweena Kalamkar & Sthuthi Vijay Kumar (Class 10 ICSE)
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INTER-HOUSE DANCE
Our Founder’s Week welcomed many fun activities, one of which
was the Inter-house dance competition, held on the 15th and 16th
of April. The theme of the dance was to be ‘Bollywood’ and each
team had to prepare a dance for a maximum of five minutes.
The junior competition, hosted by Kasturi Ma’am, was held on
5thApril and involved classes 1 to 5. All the students were dressed
in vibrant colors and like a colorful garden. All the dancers were graceful and each house put up
a wonderful performance. Eventually, however, Glacier took
the trophy with their fantastic performance on the peppy number
‘Radha’. The second position was awarded to Spring, third place
to Oasis and the fourth place was taken by Lake.
The next day was the Senior Dance competition. All the houses
had gone to great lengths in an attempt to ensure their victory.
All the participants had sacrificed their free periods, breaks and
ECAs and had even stayed back after school and come on Saturdays for practice. I was a part of
Oasis house’s team. We had prepared a dance on a fusion of three songs – ‘Dhating Naach’,
‘Badtameez Dil’ and ‘Sadi Galli’.
All the houses put up great performances and it left our judges Elizabeth ma’am, Rekha ma’am and Susan ma’am - in a dilemma.
Eventually they decided that Glacier and Oasis should perform
again in order to determine the first and second position.
This filled us with both excitement and anxiety. It was a tough
competition but the audience was supportive and cheered loudly
for us, motivating us to give our best. The judges were charmed
by our energetic and exuberant performance and Oasis was
awarded the first position. Glacier came second, followed by
Spring and Lake.
As the results were announced, there were many cheers for us. The event came to an end with
every participant dancing cheerfully to ‘Badtameez Dil,’ in a show of true the DPS spirit and
sportsmanship.
Sanya Varma (Class 11 A Level)
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INTER-HOUSE CRICKET
The inter-house cricket competition was held in our school on 14 April,
2014. All of us were excited and had been eagerly waiting for this day. The
participants had been practicing for since the morning and were
determined to do their best for their house.
The juniors played first. Spring played against
Glacier and Lake played against Oasis. All the
players were all nervous but excited. The audience
were cheering loudly for their houses. Spring and Oasis won
their Matches against Glacier and Lake and proceeded to the
finals. After a nail biting finale, Spring eventually won.
It was now the seniors’ turn to play. In the seniors, Spring played
against Oasis and Lake played against Glacier. I was a player in the Spring house team and
made an astounding number of runs. The final was a tough competition between Lake
and Spring. However, eventually Spring house won the seniors’ finals and yet again, we
were the champions!
All the players had played wonderfully and exhibited the spirit
of sportsmanship. The audience too was highly supportive,
cheering their houses and motivating the players
continuously.
This event was enjoyed by the whole school including the teachers and our Principal. All
of us, players and audience alike, had a wonderful time and I look forward to many more
events in the future.
Arman Kukreja (Class 11 ISC)

THE WINNING
TEAM!
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CEREBRAL PALSY ALLIANCE SINGAPORE
29th April, seemed like any other ordinary day, except that it just was not. 29 th April was the
glorious day 11 AS Level took confident strides onto the CPAS (Cerebral Palsy Alliance Singapore)
campus, with a firm air of certainty about their confident faces. With the vision of complete
inhabitation of the audience to our great service’s hearts
looming about us, the ground which held us so firmly so
high in the sky gave way, and sent us sprawling in the
dirt, facing reality. This was no joke. The first few
moments on the campus were spent looking at the
members of the facility in complete awe. We saw human
beings, human beings who were just like us, but crippled
beyond repair by their catastrophic condition. Every step
they took seemed to be the resultant discharge of a
strong synergy of will power and determination. If they
were just like us, why were they so different?
We were all split up into groups and assigned the arrangement and
packing of greeting cards made by the hand foot and mouth
department of the disabilities facility. We were to arrange the
vividly painted cards in numerical order, and we then were to pack
them neatly along with hand-written messages and envelopes. The
gears in each brain groaned louder than the fans whirring
overhead; we had clearly under-estimated the difficulty of the task
at hand. All of us, able bodied young men and women, were taking
time to adjust to the task whereas here were the disabled, who
were completing those same tasks with effortless ease, as though
no part of the brain was being used at all. The members of the facility never let their condition
hinder them, as they mixed and meddled, talked and giggled with the volunteers from our class.
Leaving the place was the hardest task of them all. Amidst tears and laughs, we bid our friends
good-bye, eyes brimming with tears of promise to be back some other day.

Sarthak Bhatnagar (Class 11 A Level)
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BERKELEY BUSINESS ACADEMY FOR
YOUTH
Towards the end of March, our very own Elizabeth ma’am informed us
about the BBAY Youth Programme taking place at the Haas School of
Business, University of California (Berkeley) from 5th July to 24th July
2014. Aditya Umakanth, Anamika Rajiv, Rahul Datta and I had applied for
this three week course in Berkeley and fortunately all of us got selected.
The selection procedure was indeed really intense. We had to write an
essay on our likes and dislikes about school, non-academic interests, our
passion towards business and the reasons and goals for attending the
BBAY entrepreneurship programme. Submission of our past two year’s
grades and the two recommendation letters from our teachers had also
played a big role. We also had to go through a Skype interview with Ms. Ann Hsu, the Marketing and
Admissions head for the international students, who is based in Shanghai, China. Before the interview,
all of us were extremely nervous and uptight. However, the interview went by smoothly, boosting our
confidence levels.
Once we were done with the selection procedure and the Skype interview, we were solicitously
waiting for our acceptance. One by one, we all received the good news of being accepted into the High
School Entrepreneurship programme at the University of California, Berkeley. Our minds were filled
with felicity, euphoria and excitement as this opportunity would give us a lot of exposure.
The three week course at Berkeley is going to be extremely educative yet exhilarating. In the first two
weeks we would be taught about the various branches of business such as Finance, Marketing, and
Corporate Social Responsibility and lots more. During the course of the programme, we would have to
make a very strategic business plan and present it at the end of the course. In the last week we would
be participating in several extra-curricular activities like Hiking, White Water Rafting, a College
Application Workshop, a visit to Stanford University and Silicon Valley and a City Tour.
The four of us feel very proud to be ambassadors, who would be representing DPSIS in University of
California, Berkeley. We are looking forward to this intriguing and exciting experience eagerly.
Shrishti Mishra (11 A Level)

ADITYA
UMAKANTH
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BJP or Congress?
The most debatable topic in India in the last few months have been the “Elections of India”. From the beginning
of April, all the Indians over the globe were eagerly waiting to know the successive leader of India, the person
who would revolutionise the country and bring remarkable success to the nation. Colourful election slogans like
“Abki Baar Modi Sarkar” for the BJP and “Kattar Soch Nahin, Yuva Josh” for Congress were heard all over the
nation.

BJP

Congress

Hundreds of Indians thronged the leafy streets of India on
Saturday to greet Narendra Modi’s triumphant march into
the capital after he decimated the Congress party led by Nehru-Gandhi dynasty in the biggest election victory the country
has seen in the past 30 years. The results announced on the
16th of May after the five-week election gave the BJP a commanding lead: 282 out of 543 seats in the Parliament. This is
the first time in three decades that any single party in India
has won a clear majority.

The exit polling results had predicted a crushing victory for the BJP lead by Modi and a rout for the Congress party led by Rahul Gandhi. Insiders had also predicted that this election could mark the end of India's most noted
political dynasty, Nehru-Gandhi families, who have dominated political life in the country since the independence of our nation. According to Reuters, foreign investors have poured more than $16 billion into Indian stocks
and bonds in the past six months, banking on a Modi victory. Modi has promised to revive economic growth in
India, which has fallen to a decade low of below five per cent. He has also promised to create 10 million jobs
and reinvigorate investment in power, road and rail projects. Voter turnout was 130 million more than in the
previous election of 2009. It was also a record high percentage turnout of 66.38% of the population.
With whatever took place in the last few months in India, it makes the Indian community really jubilant as a long
festival time has come to an end with triumph for democracy. The emergence of India as a major powerhouse of
the evolving global economy is going to come.

Shrishti Mishra (Class 11 A Level)

BJP

STATS
AND
FACTS
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205

CONGRESS
39

FACTS
Most of the senior
students believe BJP
would govern India
more efficiently.

People believe BJP would People believe Congress
would govern India more
govern India more
efficiently.
efficiently.
None of the students in
11th grade believe
Congress would govern
India more efficiently.
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The amazing spider-man 2
Most of the story was expected but it was a good
"filler" story for the sinister six movie which is
coming up. It really had a good backstory for
Electro's motives. Jamie Foxx (Eectro) and Dane
Dehaan (Harry Osbourne and Green Goblin) were
really good at their roles. The chemistry between
Andrew Garfield (Peter Parker and Spider man)
and Emma Stone (Gwen Stacey) was exceptional,
they had a spark between them.
The action scenes are amazing the battles with
Electro and Green Goblin are definitely worth
watching.
This movie is a must watch for Spider-Man fans!

-Deepesh Vasudev (10 IGCSE)

The Giver
Lois Lowry’s The Giver is the quintessential dystopian novel,
which follows the exceptional journey of a young boy
named Jonas
Jonas' world is perfect, controlled. There is no war or fear
or pain. There are also no choices. When citizens turn
twelve, Elders assign to them a role in the Community.
Jonas is singled out to receive special training from The
Giver. The Giver alone holds the memories of the true pain
and pleasure of life. Now, it is time for Jonas to receive the
truth. There is no turning back.
This book is followed by its remarkable companions—
Gathering Blue, Messenger, and Son.
Throughout the book, Lowry attempts to awaken every
reader to the dangers that exist when people opt for
conformity over individuality . Only by questioning the
conditions under which we live, as Jonas does in The Giver,
can we maintain and secure our freedom of expression.
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Spring Is Here
Once the sky stops spilling cotton flowers
and the river catches up with the sails
of seamen who travel by jewelled masts
Icy riders, catching wind on their tails,
you miss blowing circles of frosty breath
and arrowed hearts you drew on dewy glass
but you go, the gale must perfume your hair
with the incense of lilies and bluegrass.
You are armed with scissors, snippety-snap,
Weeds creeping up the spine of rotten wood
but the purple blossoms she used to wear
on her fanciful hat you leave for good.
This morning you saw that old, faded watch
torn, worn, hands still and grasping at the past
Blue straps, like berries perhaps? No! Her eyes!
A shade she was not, even at her last.
You keep something of hers, a beating heart
Broken, scarred, plucked by many but kept by
one
you hear her secrets whispered by the wind
Run now before the stitches come undone!
She melts into your rough, warm hands; slipping
into the river that now runs so clear
Left only with tall weeds and a blue watch
and two lonely hearts that sing “Spring is here!”

Vithiya Ragu (11 A Level)

Aditi Somani (Class 10 IGCSE)
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The Shadowy Aura
She sat there by the lake upon a skull-shaped rock,
Staring into the black night and dark waters.
The wind swept her hair across her face,
Yet she didn't bulge or try to brush them away.
All she did was sit and stare,
As though the clock ticks by her hands.
Her skin was pale...white,
Her lips alike...bloodless.
She spoke to none,
Only looked at those who then after would never
speak again.
The moon light illuminated her,
Gave her an enchanting, eerie glow...unnatural.
Alone her night-like eyes were alive,
In them swam trails of dark secrets and magic.
Slowly she stood and took large, noiseless strides
into the black waters,
Gentle waves carrying her in and away.

Nikita Vattas (10 IGCSE)

Neel Pandit (Class 9 IGCSE)
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WHAT I LOVE
ABOUT DPS

“DPS is a fun-filled place where I feel comfortable. I love the friendly attitude of my teachers
who guide me. I enjoy the cheerful company of
my friends. I love my DPS, my second home.”

- Avni Aggarwal (6C)

“For the past 7 years I have been growing in
this school and what I love about DPS are the
teachers and friends who have helped me on
every stage of life. DPS has made me capable of
what I am today and I am proud to be a part of
DPS”

JOURNALISTS
OF THIS ISSUE

-Aarushi Mundra (6C)

Front Row (Left to right): Sanya Varma,
Nafisa Ahmed, Sthuthi Vijay Kumar and
Sweena Kalamkar

“The multifarious facilities and ample
opportunities here at DPS always motivate me to
strive for greater heights of success.”

Back Row (Left to right): Shrishti Mishra, Sarthak Bhatnagar and Arman
Kukreja

-Sarvagya Bhatnagar (7B)

Not in picture: Husain Shopurwala and
Deepesh Vasudev

in THE NEXT ISSUE:


Inter House Basketball Match



Science Week



Inter House Soccer Match



Literary Quiz



Math Week

Send us your creative works , feedback and any other inquiries to :

dpsisnewsletter@gmail.com
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